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Boston sdvs “Dien dobry” to Polish university
Colleen Koperek

Journal Staff
Cracow, Poland, may not
seem similar to Boston, the fi
nancial hub of New England, at
first glance. However, the two
are about to become more alike.
Suffolk and the University
of Cracow's School of Business
signed collaborative agree
ments on Feb. 20 for the staff and
students at both universities,
including joint faculty research
and student exchange oppor
tunities for executive MBA stu
dents. Also, "a variety of inter
national seminars for both grad
and undergrads at Suffolk"
will take place in conjunction
with the agreements, said Mi
chael Barretti, Marketing pro
fessor and director of the Insti
tute for Executive Education.
"Poland is the bridge be
tween the newly emerging
markets of eastern Europe and
the developed market of west
ern Europe," Barretti contin
ued. After years of operating

under an oppressive govern
ment, Poland is poised to be
come a major economic power
in the western marketplace.
"This program provides stu
dents with the opportunity to
see how eastern markets have
emerged. Change is happening
quickly, and we'll have the abil
ity to be on the ground, meeting
and speaking with people and
various businesses getting real
time feedback, as well as a great
understanding of the culture."
According to Barretti, "The
contact came through Richard
Torrisi, a Suffolk Economics
professor, studying in Poland
on the Fulbright Fellowship."
The schools then began "co
operative agreements," which
involved Barretti visiting Po
land. "We reached an agree
ment two or three weeks before
the official signing," he said.
Torrisi first traveled to Po
land in the early 1990s to in
struct professors on how to
teach business classes and to

I fete

see POIAND page 3
Suffolk Univorsify Rrasielont Dovid J. Sorgont and Rysiard lorowieeki, rector of Poland's
Cracow Uriiversity of iconomies.

Ldw School Mock Trial team victorious
Alyssa Mitchell

Journal Staff
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Seven is certainly a lucky
number for Suffolk Law's Trial
Advocacy Program which has
recently won their seventh
trophy for the regional por
tion of the National Trial Com
petition. Law students have
been competing for almost 25
years and for the past seven
years have been an unstoppa
ble force against Law schools
from all over New England.
"It was like that game
Pong," said Suffolk Law stu
dent, John Martin. "Amy [Mar
tin] had the opening argument
and as she walked in front of
the ■ judges they watched her
as intently as they used to

watch Pong back in the '80s. It
was during that moment that I
thought 'Wow, we might bring
this back for the seventh time
in a row,' that's unheard of."
John Martin is describing
the win that he, and fellow law
student Amy Martin, had dur
ing the Regional portion of the
armual National Trial Compe
tition. John Martin described
the NTC's as the "Superbowl"
of Mock Trail Competitions.
"When they announced
that we were going to nation
als, it was such an honor," said
Amy Martin. "To be the final
two that are representing the
entire region is so exciting. We
put so many hours into prepar
ing and we just want to go out
there and put it into action."

With this most recent win,
Suffolk Law has been named
New England Regional Champi
on for seven consecutive years.
The Suffolk Law National Trial
Team, which currently consists
of 21 members, is headed by ad
visor professor Timothy Wilton
and trial coach Bobby Hazelton.
"The Mock Trial Team at
Suffolk is a great program," said
John Martin. "Previous winners
of the Mock Trials continue, to
come back and it is such a great
learning experience. We meet
from 9:30 a.m. rmtil 5:30 p.m.
every Sunday. Professor Wilton,
previous students, and other
coaches really teach you what ac
tually goes on in a court room."
To become apart of the Mock

see IMOCK TRIAL page 3
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news

BRIEFS
POLICE BLOHER
Tuesday, Feb. 26
Donahue building 5:00 p.m.
Report of a laptop stolen from the fourth floor
lounge
150 Tremont 11:21 p.m.
Drug paraphernalia was confiscated.

Wednesday, Feb. 27
Public 3:41 p.m. Call from the police captain of
Manchester, NH concerning a laptop that may
belong to a Suffolk student.

Advocate says marketing won't provide cure
Rani Smith

Journdl staff
Breast Cancer Awareness
Month arrived early this year
at Suffolk University. Although
October is officially recognized
as Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, on Feb. 28 women took
the opportunity to explore the
reasons why a woman dies every
13 minutes from breast cancer.
Veering away from the
more notable information
about breast cancer, Deborah
Shields, the executive direc
tor of the Massachusetts Breast
Cancer Coalition spoke on
"The Politics of Breast Cancer."
As part of the Women's Health
Graduate Program's Interdisci
plinary Perspective Series, this
lecture examined the social, en
vironmental and political fac
tors leading to breast cancer.
"We have heard for years
that poor diet, weight gain,
and not getting enough ex
ercise increase your risk of
getting breast cancer," said
Shields. "However, they play a
very minor role in developing
breast cancer, as do genetics."
Shields exemplified the
racial disparity of those who
are diagnosed with breast can
cer, relating also to income
disparities.
"Black

Thursday, Feb. 28
150 Tremont St. 8:51 p.m.
Report of a trespasser on the fourth floor.

Friday, Feb. 29
10 West St. 12:52 a.m.
Small bag of marijuana was found by an RA.

Saturday, Mar. 1
150 Tremont St. 12:33 a.m.
Report of vandalism.

Sunday, Mar. 2
10 West St. 2:06 a.m.
Reports of a fight in front of 10 West Street,
BPD was on the scene.
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Shields
explained.
"We are exposed
to multiple chemicals
every day," She said,
naming only some
of the 100,000 chemi
cals in commercial
use every day, ac
cording to Shields.
Instead of rely
ing on government
regulation or cut
ting down on chemi
cal use in household
goods. Shields said
companies use the
pink ribbon to con
tribute to breast
cancer
awareness,
an entire concept
that she questions.
"Bypass
the
middle
person,"
said Shields. "If you are buy
ing something that gives
money to the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Fotmdation,
why don't you just give the
money to that organization."
Rally for a Cure, Race
for the Cure, and Sing for
the Cure are all examples
of what Shields refers to as
Breast Cancer Industry Month.
Companies, such as Avon
not only sponsor the Avon
Walk, but use harmful chemi
cals, such as
Parabensand
Phthalates,
that disrupt

“They are
makin| money off

women have
a lower in
cidence
of
breast cancer
than
white
women, but
have a much
higher moral
ity rate," said
Shields. "The
survival rate
at five years
for
black
women is 77
percent ver
sus 89 percent
for
white
women."
The areas with higher rates
of developing breast cancer of
ten tend to be poverty-stricken,
and therefore adequate health
insurance coverage is also
scarce, according to Shields.
"[In these areas] it is more
difficult to treat," said Shields.
"There is less access to quality
or consistent care and people are
less likely to be able to fight it."
Environmental hazards arealso heightened in these ar
eas, which increase a woman's
risk of getting breast cancer, as

ribbons. What
are they
really doing with
all the money
they raised?*^

hormone

function and
increase the
risk of breast
cancer, ac
cording to
Shields.

"They
are
mak
ing money
off the pink
ribbons,"
said Shields.
"What

are they really doing with
all the money they raise?"
- The question of what to do
about breast cancer remains
vague, as there is still no cure.
However, through activism and
persistence. Shields encour
aged every one to get involved.
"It is more powerful to have
a lot of different people cam
paigning for the same thing,"
she said. "It takes people like
us to rally and march and
talk to legislators about this."
Suffolk English profes
sor Carol Dine defined breast

¥
Graphic credit Rachel Schwartz

cancer activism, after going
through three bouts with breast
cancer, through her book. Pen
ning her experience in Places in
the Bone, her memoir chroni
cles her struggle to overcome
personal and medical demons.
"Terrifying and hopeful,"
said Dine, describing her dis
ease. "I felt like I was dying."
Dine first realized she had
breast cancer in 1980, undergo
ing a lumpectomy and radia
tion. Five years later the cancer
came back, forcing her to take
half of a semester off to endure
a mastectomy, chemotherapy
and reconstructive surgery.
"It made me feel half in life
and half in death," said Dine, re
counting her battle with chemo.
After overcoming breast
cancer three times. Dine takes
the opportunity to educate
those on how to prevent the
disease even before it happens.
"Get mammograms, espe
cially if breast cancer runs in
your family," said Dine. "Al
though there is no cure, you
can really get it in the early
stages. The quicker you find it
the quicker, you can cure it."
Dine not only wrote her
memoir to get her story out
there, but is still actively teach
ing and is a public speak
er educating women about
the life after breast cancer.
"It changed my life,"
said Dine. "It pushed me to
try and be a better person."
Women like Dine, as
well as those in attendance,
are fulfilling Shields' hope
to continue to strive to pre
vent causes of breast cancer
until there's a medical cure.

Mock Trial heads to national championship
from MOCK TRIAL page 1
Trial Team, Wilton, Hazelton and other coaches hold inter
views with each of the prospec
tive students. Once the group
has been narrowed down, they
go through a "slotting session"
and each advocate participates
in three rounds - direct exami
nation, cross examination and
each student plays a witness.
The teams spend the fall
semester competing in a se
ries of smaller regional com
petitions in preparation for
the spring competitions - the
National Trial Competition
and the American Associa
tion of Justice Competition.
"The Trial Program has been
the best experience that I have
had during Law school," said
Amy Martin. "It has definitely
prepared me tobe a trial lawyer."
During the competition,
real life scenarios are simu
lated. John Martin and Amy
Martin's most recent mock trial

involved a wrongful death suit
based on a car accident in which
they represented the plaintiff.
The purpose of the Na
tional Trial Competition is to
expand on the education com
petitors receive. Judges are not
informed which school each
group belongs to in or- ;
der to maintain equal
ity during the mock
trial; instead they are
assigned a team num
ber. Teams' are scored
based on their open
ing statements, direct
examinations,
cross- (
examinations,
and ^
their closing argument. |
The 33rd armual
National Trial Com
petition takes place
in Austin, Texas from
March 26 to the 29
and will be the 18th NTC in
which Suffolk has participated.
If John Martin and Amy
Martin are successful, they
could potentially provide the

first win for Suffolk Law at a
national level. This would be
an enormous accomplishment
for Suffolk with previous win
ners consisting of Harvard Law
School, Syracuse College of
Law, Northwestern School of
Law, and last year's winners -

pete and Suffolk has won for
the past seven years, it's great."
But do not consider Suf
folk to be an underdog school
in these competitions. Ac
cording to Wilton, Suffolk
is one of the schools to beat.
"We are an elite organiza
tion of dedicated people,"
said Wilton. "Trial work
requires not just book intel
ligence but understanding
of people and lots of hard
work, which Suffolk stu
dents are used to. The best
advocacy schools are not
the ones that are ranked in
the top 10 in the Law Re
view. There is no big differ
ence between us and them."
The Trial Program at
Suffolk will be celebrat
ing its 25th armiversary on
Graphic credit Rachel Schwartz ' ^pril 30 and Wilton is inChicago-Kent College of Law. viting all the alumni from the
"It is pretty crazy to think trial team, which will be the
about actually," said John Mar first reunion they have had.
tin. "Nationals are huge and all Professor Charles Burnim, who
these schools like Harvard corn- founded the program, will

also be attending the event.
Hazelton offered some
motivation to the two winners
in preparation for their trip
to the national competition.
"You have put in hundreds
and hundreds of hours on trial
competitions," said Hazelton.
"It is easy to be fatigued, but
remember; those hundreds of
hours were all towards one goal.
You are six trials away from be
ing a National Champion. Six
trials away from being the best
in the world at something."
Before their regional com
petitions, Wilton brought in
the trophy from the previous
year's win and placed it on the
table. John recalls him saying,
"This trophy has been with us
for six straight years. If you
lose it, it is on your watch."
Not only were they suc
cessful in bringing back the
Regional Trophy, but they
hope to be the first team from
Suffolk to receive a nation
al trophy from the NTC's.

MBA program launched
from POLAND page 1

to two week program will travel
with their'cohorts in groups of
set up MBA programs, 12 to 25. They will take a day of
which had not existed under classes at the University, which
communism. In 2006, he was "gives them the opportunity to
awarded a Fulbright scholarship hear from faculty members that
to go back to Poland, where he have different perspectives,
created English language B.A. not just from an educational
and MBA programs in Warsaw. view, but from a cultural view
"I was interested in see as well," said Barretti. The stuing how their economy had
advanced," said Torrisi. While
staying in Warsaw, Torrisi
said he would take the two
hour train ride to the city of
Cracow to teach seminars to
undergraduate business stu
dents studying at the Uni
versity of Cracow. "1 got to
know them, you know they
speak English very well, and 1
thought to myself, this sounds
a lot like Suffolk," Torrisi said.
"They are teaching applied dents will then embark on vis
business like Suffolk, they're its with local businesses, creat
very student focused like Suf ing a combination of "academic
folk and globally oriented, work in the classroom and the
so they focused on the same practical, or applied, or expe
things as the business school riential component of meeting
[at Suffolk]," he continued. and speaking with people." The
Over the next year and a programs will generally have
half, Suffolk and the University a theme, such as irmovation,
of Cracow negotiated a pro global business or leadership.
gram to allow for student and
Faculty from both univer
faculty exchange programs and sities will also benefit by be
faculty joint research programs. ing able to conduct scholarly
Executive MBA students research with someone with
who take advantage of the one similar interests from another

“I think Visiting
a country like
Poland will help
students
appreciate what
it's all about.”

culture. Other options include
exchange programs, in which
professors would visit and
teach at the host institution.
"Also, think about our stu
dents who go into classrooms
here that are taught by some
one from aboard, have it now,
this adds to it, creates a global
perspective," added Barretti.
Suffolk students' biggest
challenges will be adjusting to
the new culture, Barretti said,
and cites differences in infra
structure and the physical chal
lenges of getting around a new
city. "I think you have to visit
a place to really appreciate it
and I think visiting a country
like Poland will help students
appreciate what it's all about."
As for Polish students
coming to the U.S., "[Polish
people] have a perspective
on the U.S. from TV, read
ing, talking to Americans,
and they don't get the full ef
fect until they visit here."
The first group of Suffolk
MBA students to travel to Cra
cow imder this ag;reement will
leave in April, and will visit Cra
cow and Warsaw, which Torrisi
described as "a mini New York
City." Torrisi went on to add that
he would like to see exchange
students study for a whole se
mester at both institutions.

Photo credit Derek Lomba

Mexicdii playwright shares immigrant
hardships through dramatic reading
Derek Lomba

Journal Contributor
Visiting scholar Hugo Salcedo's presence created an in
tellectual exchange in Beacon 103, on Tuesday, March 4. The
Mexican playwright who authored Viaje de Cantores or The
Crossing, spoke of the incredible hardships many Mexi
can migrants encounter while trying to cross the boarder.
Bom in theborder town of Tijuana, Salcedo was inspired to write
his play after hearing the story of a group of migrants suffocating
in a boxcar attempting to cross the border - only one man survived.
"It impacted me to hear my countrymen dying in such
a tragic way for a better life," he said. "A lot of the vic
tims were around my age, I thought it could've been me."
Hugo's play is considered humanistic, as it fo
cuses
on
the
people
and
communities
affect
ed by immigration, not the political ramifications.
Students in Beacon 103 discussed the need to adjust NAF
TA, and how the United States could spend less time build
ing fences on the border and focus on the real issues at hand.
There will be a dramatic reading of Hugo Salcedo's Viaje de Cantores in the C.Walsh Theatre on Tuesday March 11 from 1-2:30 p.m.

OPINION
igiaaiia^ismiuaB
Staff Editorial
For students, housing has and will always be in de
mand. According to the New England Board of Higher Edu
cation, 56.1 percent of Boston students lived off campus in
2006. Due in part to this staggering statistic, initiatives spear
headed by Mayor Thomas Menino and other city officials
have been passed to provide more on-campus housing. Mean
while, some realtors are refusing to rent to students and rent
prices continue to rise. Until these on-campus housing issues
are resolved, nearly 35,000 students will remain in Boston.
Another twist in the ongoing saga of student housing is a re
cent proposal from the City Council. The proposal petitions the
Zoning Commission and the BRA to pass an ordinance in Suf
folk County that would potentially ban more than four unre
lated students from residing in the same unit together.
Limiting the number of students per dwelling also limits the
amount of available off-campus housing, in that more apartments
will be needed because fewer students will be able to live to
gether. The recent proposal is supposed to create more affordable
housing for families who carmot afford to live in student-popu
lated areas. However, the proposal would not include graduate
students, prompting one to ask: who is this bill really aimed at?
Boston-area students catch a bad rap, but this proposal
forces universities to create more student housing. By impos
ing limits on an already crowded city, universities will be forced
to quickly provide a solution to the problem, which is virtually
impossible, and would only create more problems in the future.
As Suffolk University knows all too well, the process of creat
ing living space in a crowded city requires proposals, rewrites
and community considerations. On-campus housing cannot
be created out of thin air, and quick fixes are never solutions.
Students are not a legally protected housing class under fed
eral or state law; because of this, landlords can squeeze too many
students into not-quite-up-to-code buildings. This isn't to say
students don't actively seek out five, six or even seven bedroom
living spaces. Such apartments seem an alternative to high rents,
especially at schools that do not offer post sophomore housing.
New student centers will emerge in areas that lie outside of
Suffolk County, including Brookline, Cambridge and the sur
rounding suburbs. What happens when these neighborhoods
tire of their student population and pass similar ordinances?
Unless universities fix this problem by providing more on-cam
pus housing, the problem will just be passed off onto other ar
eas further and further away from the institutions themselves.
Bylimitingstudenthousingtofourpeopleperunit,theordinance
ignores Boston's legacy as a Mecca for higher education. Until uni
versities can provide housing options for their growing number of
students, the issues of crowding and high rents by City Hall's limits.
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One Beacon “pumps” up the volume
Cody Moskovitz

Journal Staff
"Where is this noise com
ing from?" I repeatedly asked
myself, as I sat almost entirely
focused on the professor's dis
cussion taking place in my ear
ly morning U.S. history class.
The fact that I even asked my
self this initial question proved
one simple fact: this noise was
a distraction to my classroom
experience. The tune continues
to play, "It ain't me, it ain't me, I
ain't no fortunate one". Finally,
I am able recognize those classic
Creedence Clearwater Revival
lyrics and then soon realize that
the music was coming from Suf
folk's One Beacon downstairs
neighbor, Fitcorp, an exclusive
"workout" venue for the bus
tling Beacon Hill community.
This problem adversely
affects Suffolk University,
particularly students taking
classes on the second floor of
the 37-story One Beacon build
ing. It is not entirely fair to
have students taking classes in
rooms where there are fairly
consistent, highly discernable
distractions. In my own ex
perience, the music coming in
has been loud enough for me
to clearly distinguish the songs
and just powerful enough to
combat with my lecturing pro
fessor for my attention. As
much as I do not want to have
the music as a distraction, it
is there, it often does not go
away, and it could unquestion
ably impair the capacity for me
to absorb the course subject
material. Most recently, this
music was pumping during an
exam in my class, and while I
am not sure of the results quite
yet, it certainly is encouraging
(though probably not helpful)
to take an exam with Survivor's
smash hit "Eye of the Tiger"
playing in the background, as
if I were in a Hollywood movie.
Combine the constant
tunes with an occasional
"clank" of weights from some
machine slamming together, or
the groans of some dude trying
to throw up his last rep on the
bench press, and you've got an
entire slew of strange, yet se
rious distractions going on.
However, I can say that one
benefit of this entire issue has

been the solid music picks com
ing from the gym. Bands like
Chicago, Zeppelin, CCR, Ozzy,
Boston and a whole group of
other terrific artists have been
coming through the speak
ers. As hard as I try to focus
all my attention on the lectures,
I could not help but notice
and rock out to these classics.
It seems that either the
building has shoddy design
structure or the music from
our friends downstairs is re
ally blaring too loud. Could
the building be re-structured to
hopefully eliminate the prob
lem? What is Suffolk doing
about this? Why is
this
noise problem
actu
ally hap
pening?

With no answers to these
questions, and no changes
being made, the only vic
tims, the school's faculty and
student body, should get
used to this lingering issue.
Students want to maximize
their opportunities to listen (to
their professors) and learn dur
ing class, and this music draw
back, even if it may only bother
some people and only at select
times, can hamper their pro
pensity to do so. Overall, this is
certainly not Suffolk's fault, but
maybe as a collaborative effort
by all parties, the school, the
gym and the landlord, strides
could be taken to try to control
and eliminate this problem.
Although I have not talked
with other students specifically
about the issue, I am assuming
that at least some other people
have taken notice of this issue
and can sympathize with
my concern. Trust me, I
like to listen to music as
much as anybody, but
there is an appropritime and place
music, and in
side the classroom
certainly not it.

igiJsiiidrfriis^TiraaTMi
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My mom influences me to kill, not GTA
Matt Aliteri

Journal Staff
The year is 2002. It is a
peaceful time in my youth.
My main interests are baseball
and video games, and goddamnit do I love video games.
As gunshots from Grand Theft
Auto: Vice City ring throughout
my household, my minhvan
driving mother observes me
murdering a hooker via molotov cocktail, only to regain the
money I paid her for her ser
vices. The the prostitute's fee
ble attempts to defend herself
come to an end when my moth
er pulls the cord on my Play
station 2.1 jolt up to my mother
and give her a bewildered look.
"Why did you do that?"
I whine as only the most re
bellious 13-year-old male
can. She returns my juvenile
confusion with a stone cold
stare of great disappointment.
"Matthew," she begins in
a quiet, calm voice, "this video
game is much too violent for
you. I've heard about this game
on the news. I'm not going to
allow this in my household."
My murder binge became
a story of love and loss, as my
copy of Vice City was so quickly
taken from me the moment I

bought it. I'm sure most people
can understand my frustration;
it's hard to save up fifty dollars
as a 13-year-old boy. Not only
this, but I had only played the
video game for an hour, as it
had taken me about a half hour
to figure out the controls and
another half hour to look up
the cheat codes on the internet
so I could blow up police heli
copters with a rocket launcher.
But with one glance at the tele
vision my mother ended it all:
my time as a digital don boiled

“See! You’re
yelling dlreddyl”
down to a measly hour of play.
I was annoyed that my mother
could not see the difference be
tween fantasy and real life, the
very argument she posed to me!
"If you play this video
game, you're going to let the vi
olent images get into your head
and you'll become a more ag
gressive person," she warned
whenever I asked for my video
game back. How could she tell
me what I was going to feel?
Understandably, I was very
young but old enough to un
derstand that what I was do

ing in the game was completely
fake, a release of sorts for a long
stressful day of middle school.
"But the video game isn't
real! I understand that! It's no
worse than watching Mario
jump on turtles or have Sonic
roll into robots!" I yelled back
"See! You're yelling al
ready!" My mother's eyes
opened wide, "It's completely
subliminal! You don't under
stand it now, but you'll be
thanking me later in life for tak
ing that filth away from you!"
As soon as my dad comes
home, though, he finds the
copy of Vice City in my room
and within minutes he's using
a tank to run over pursuing
FBI agents. My mother walks
into the same living room she
found me in and she begins to
give him the same blabber, ex
cept his only response is, "I'm
almost to five stars, you re
ally need to leave me alone..."
And so now the year is
2008...and sadly, nothing has
changed. Multiple people
around the world believe that
video games are the cause of
violence in the youth of Amer
ica. The entertainment video
games provide to a sane mind
is completely harmless, but
they have been used as a scape

goat for people who don't see
the bigger picture. My query
is this: instead of blaming the
video games, which have killed
a grand total of NO ONE, why
don't people go after the actual
gun manufactures themselves?
Cut the problem off at the head,
the clear fact is that the guns
are killing people, not the pix
els on a flatscreen. Of course,
logically, who's easier to take
down: a 26-year-old pot smok
ing video game designer, or a
bullet binding mass weapon
producer? I'll let you decide...
Karen Sternheimer, a soci
ologist from the University of
Southern California has come
to the very bold conclusion in
the University of California's
Contexts magazine. She blames
our politicians, saying that they
have directly used video games
as an excuse rather than irmocence. "Politicians and other
moral crusaders frequently
create 'folk devils,' individu
als or groups defined as evil
and immoral. Folk devils al
low us to charmel our blame
and fear... video games...
have become contemporary
folk devils because they seem
to pose a threat to children."
Sternheimer also highlights
that the scientific studies that

have been conducted have
been biased, and that before
the study even began they had
already had their result within
their minds. With money in
their pockets and the backing
of politicians, how could blam
ing video games seem like a
bad idea. Sternheimer goes on
to comment, "...such studies
do not demonstrate that me
dia violence causes aggressive
behavior, only that the two
phenomena exist together. Ex
cluding a host of other factors
(such as the growing unrest
during the civil rights and an
tiwar movements, and the dis
appearance of jobs in central
cities) may make it seem that
a direct link exists between the
introduction of television and
homicides. In all likelihood
any cormection is incidental."
A week later, my father
snuck me back my copy of Vice
City when my mother went out
to the grocery store one day.
He told me to hide it under my
bed and never tell my mother
that he gave it back to me. We'd
spend several hours blowing
up cars and sniping police of
ficers, laughing all the way. My
conclusion? Video games don't
influence me to kill. Mothers
who take my video games do.
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“Cool” photos at Fo^
made it past the contact sheet
stage," said Davey. "That's the
Journal Staff
nature of photography. Take
Empty gin bottles, a clut
a lot and something jumps
tered refrigerator top and dust
out at you; captures an idea."
under a bed may not seem like
Last Thursday marked
art, but Long Life Cool White:
the opening of Davey's first
Photographs by Moyra Davey
major solo exhibition. Col
along with other works show
lege students and art sup
everyday objects in a new way.
porters alike gathered in the
This survey of Davey's 20-year
Italian renaissance style court
career, at Harvard Univer
of the Fogg museum, convers
sity's Fogg Museum, uses a
ing over wine and soft piano
humble motif to convey ideas
music before viewing the ex
that go deeper than just what
hibit located in the George
ordinary objects appear to be.
and Lois De Menil Galleries.
When first entering
This space provided
the exhibition, one is
an experience that Dav
overtaken by "Copper
ey had not anticipated.
Heads"
(1990-1992);
"[I was] really excited
100 pennies shot at in
once we started install
extreme close-up, fo
ing and how it reso
cusing on Lincoln's
nates with the Fogg,"
profile, lined in a 10
Davey said. She also
X 10 grid form under
appreciated the juxta
Plexiglas. This dollar
position between her
shows every penny
work with the other
beaten up, gashed and
works in the museum,
worn out in a unique
mainly other depictions
way. Some show a
of domestic spaces.
tired Lincoln, while
Accompanying
others just appear to
the catalogue is Davey's
Photo Credit: Moyra Davey
be a barren landscape
essay Notes on Photog
of craters. "Lincoln grew out anty, and its "cool white" color. raphy & Accident in which she
of an interest of the psychol
These images also mark explores the notion that "acci
ogy of money," Davey said, consumption. "Bottles No. 1-6 dent is the lifeblood of photog
"Freudian ideas of money and (1996- 2000) were this idea of raphy." Writing is just another
how people relate to money." choosing a subject that shows a part of Davey's work. "Writing
Gallery goers are also ex focal point and what is around has become a vehicle of expres
posed to pieces such as "Shure" the picture," said Davey. sion that I feel is very gratifying.
(2003), "Floor" (2003), and
Books, records and bottles 1 prefer to write than to speak,"
"Paw" (2003), all centering are just some of the objects de she noted. Long Life Cool White:
on built-up dust at eye level. picted in the the exhibition, but Photographs by Moyra Davey is
"Shure," named for the record choosing one great photograph on display at Harvard Universi
needle company, depicts a re comes from taking many. "1 had ty's Fogg Museum until June 30.
cord stopped half way through. loads of pictures that have not
Clqy Adamczyk

Light grey dust, with a large
clump trapped in the needle, is
well contrasted on the black vi
nyl record. "The accumulation
of dust is about time, but also
about the ideas of domesticity
and kind of what goes on in these
private spaces," Davey said.
In Long Life Cool White,
domestic spaces are depicted
years apart to show how the ac
cumulation of objects increases
over time. One space shows the
long side of a fluorescent light
fixture in close-up where the
bulb flaunts its "long life" guar-

Photo Credit: Moyra Davey
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XL Recordings

Classy debut from Vampire
James McNulty

Journal Contributer
The New York-based quartet Vampire Weekend is tapped for
major success in 2008 and has already been named "The Year's Best
jNewBand" in theMarchissueofSpi«Magazine. Vampire Weekend's
I self-titled debut LP (XL Recordings, 2008), was released on Jan. 29.
Upon first listen, the band's influences jump off the record
with flashes of similarity to Paul Simon, The Police, and even The
cord is fundamental.
; Strokes. The re
In fact, assigning
draw, and diverse.
a genre would be doVampireWeekend
mendous disservice,
iing the band a treihany musical styles
:as they utilize
world. The rhythm
:from aroimd the
draws from Afro
on several tracks
while the melobeat influences,
seamlessly between
idles tend to shift
western
classical
j island styles and
Weekend's songs are
j music. Vampire
and, for the most
stripped
down
with the longest
part, fairly short.
track clocking in at just over 4 minutes. The tracks are only as long
as they need to be, and omit uimecessary layers on the recordings.
The current single, "A-Punk," is one of the faster, more com
mon songs heard on the radio these days. But it sets itself apart
with some classy songwriting and production. The bass line is
infectious, reminiscent of early R.E.M., and the chorus even
features a well-placed Mellotron sound, popularized by The
Beatles' "Strawberry Fields." Another standout track is "CamIpus," which is similar to The Strokes' early work. The record
also seems to hold some local, east coast societal references.
The tracks "Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa" and "Walcott" seem to
expose a cynical description of a superficial (and at times elit
ist) Cape Cod culture. Each track seems to transport the lis
tener to a different part of the world, whether it's a nightclub
|in New York, a Caribbean island, or street corner in Brazil.
I
The band's style is self-described as "cape cod kwasjsa kwassa," "upper west side Soweto," "campus," and
"oxford comma riddim." These clever labels combine
i Vampire Weekend's upbringing and environment with mu
sical styles from the Caribbean, Congo, and South Africa.
On the surface. Vampire Weekend appears to be a group of
four preppy Columbia alumni testing out the music industry, and
that might be the case. But one listen to the record reveals a tru
ly original sound and an album based on observing culture and
: exposing social realism. Vampire Weekend has crafted an origi
nal, refreshing, and addictive record, a truly impressive debut.
Vampire Weekend will be appearing at the Coachella and Bonnaroo music festivals, and locally at Brown University in April. Also,
check them out on Saturday Night Live this weekend on March 8.

assigning Vam
pire Weekend a
genre would be
doing the band
a tremendous
disservice
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Widows from US and Afghanistan bond over wars and more
Elizabeht Mullen

Journal Staff
When Needham resident
Susan Retik heard the news
that her husband had perished
in the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
her first thought was not of her
own grief. Instead, she thought,
"more people are going to
be killed as a result of this...
there will be more widows."
Another woman, Patti
Quigley, a resident of Welles
ley, also lost a husband on
that tragic Tuesday. The two
women met a few months
later and bonded instantly.
Through their friendship, they
helped one another grieve and
heal. Little did they know
that over the next months and
years, their friendship would
also help hundreds of wid
ows halfway across the world.
The documentary Be
yond. Belief, now showing at
the Museum of Fine Arts, fol
lows the two women on their
incredibly emotional jour
ney to come to grips with the

loss of their husbands and to
help widows in Afghanistan.
In the months following the
attacks, Retik and Quigley, like
many Americans, had many
questions
about
why the attacks
happened and why
Afghanistan was
suddenly the main
focus in the news.
The more they
learned about Af
ghanistan, the more
horrified they be
came with the plight
of widows much
like
themselves.
"I could not
imagine living in
Afghanistan and having this
happen to me," Retik explained.
Quigley and Retik origi
nally set out to form a con
nection with two widows • in
Afghanistan, but quickly real
ized that a little money could
go a long way in the impover
ished nation. They were able
to raise thousands of dollars
through charity bikes rides.

television appearances, and
giving public speeches about
widows in Afghanistan. Even
tually, they took a six-day long
trip to Afghanistan to meet

the women they were helping.
The widows they meet in
Afghanistan tell some incred
ibly heart wrenching stories,
and it seems that every woman
is either a widow or very close
with one. Due to the ram
pant poverty, however, fam
ily and friends are not able to
help these women financially,
and they are left with few op-

tions to support their fam
ily in a culture that restricts
women from employment.
In a surprising moment
in the film, Quigley and Retik

ask the Afghan widows what
they know about the events
that transpired on Sept. 11,
and what they think of Ameri
cans since the invasion began.
Their responses are
shocking, showing that little
is known about the events
of Sept. 11, but that all of the
women feel that America is
doing the right thing by free

ing them from the Taliban.
Beyond Belief takes great
care to not appeal to only one po
litical party, or even to only one
side of the conflict between the
United States and Afghanistan.
Instead, the film focuses
on recognizing the struggles
of widows in the U.S. and in
Afghanistan, while keeping in
mind that both sides of the con
flict hold people, not targets.
"The whole purpose is
to transcend political divi
sions," Sean Flyrm, assis
tant producer and cinema
tographer for the film, said
at its opening at the MFA
this past Saturday.
Although some of the
stories told in the film are
painfully depressing,
Re
tik and Quigley's inspiration
is contagious and uplifting.
It is impossible not to be
touched emotionally by the
sad stories of all the widows.
The movie will be playing at
the MFA through April 20.
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Hell hath no fury like the Re-Up Gang scorned
Janssen McCormick

Journal Staff
For all the hype they got
in late '06, The Clipse were no
where to be found in '07, stuck
in label limbo while "Mr. MeToo" LiT Wayne assumed their
crown as king of the mixtape
through his prolific output
more than carefully crafted
verses. On We Got it 4 Cheap Vol.
3: The Spirit of Competition fWe
Just Think We Better), The ReUp Gang (which counts Malice
and Pusha-T of The Clipse as
half of its members) chronicle
The Clipse's acclaim and sub
sequent commercial disap
pointment, giving the whole
affair a concept album feel ver
sus the mixtape blueprint of a
mere collection of verses over
beats jacked from recent hits.
Vol. 3 joins the Re-Up Gang
before the release of Hell Hath
No Fury (Jive, 2006), the album
that was supposed to be Malice
and Pusha-T's moment of as
cension following years of label
strife and their revolutionizing
of the mixtape game with the
iconic We Got it 4 Cheap series.
Out from under the Neptunes'
pet project status and with sig
nificant critical acclaim (gar
nering only the 6* XXL rating

in XXL Magazine's history), the albums were. Since 2000, the
first few tracks ai;e full of that rap industry has dramatically
deserved swagger, triumphant reversed its approach toward
beats like Jay-Z's "Roc Boys full lengths. Where Biggie and
(And the Winner is)..." set Pac were gurming for double
ting the mood. Yet this open albums and weaving tales of
ing salvo hints
at their pending
commercial re
jection like on
"Re-Up
Gang
Intro"
where
Pusha takes crit
ics to task in the
track's
hook,
questioning
the discormect
between criti
cal acclaim and
those same crit
ics' reluctance
to purchase the
group's output.
Perhaps the Malice & Pusha-T of the Re-Up
most interesting
thing about Vol. 3 is the way the street, today's artists are
commercial failure influenced gunning for the single and big
the mixtape. This is a- free hook that'll maximize their
download, what should essen club play, which is why we've
tially be a collection of studio seen a consolidation of stars on
leftovers, yet it does what many the numerous posse cuts from
classic hip-hop albums did in DJ Khaled. Rappers like Wayne
the early to mid '90s, present or Fat Joe simply don't have the
ing a narrative structure that same drawing power they did
gives each track a reason for eight or even four years ago,
being rather than the collection which creates an environment
of singles most early hip-hop where they can either hop on

sc,
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the next hook-based posse cut
or stick with the old model of
grinding out albums. In many
ways this singles-based ap
proach harkens back to the days
before hip-hop was seen as a
commercially
viable genre,
yet focus on
singles
ulti
mately comes
at the cost of
artistry,
as
seen in Clipse's
into
slide
anonymity.
Success

eluding them
from the high
point of "Roc
Boys"
and
Pusha's inter
lude with Dra
ana Records ma, the group
take it "back to
the docks like The Wire season
2," abandoning the music busi
ness and returning to the coke
game that made them rich in
the first place. The tracks and
rhymes take on a notably dark
er tone. Malice and Pusha-T
sound especially bitter over a
label which shelved them fresh
off the multi-platinum success
of Lord Willin' (Arista, 2002)
in the prime of their careers.

The first two volumes of
WGi4C were fueled by the
Clipse's anger at their label and
hunger for their rightful place
atop top tens, on Billboard
and critics' shortlists. Here
they soimd defeated, still sure
as ever of their abilities and
links to past greats like Pun,
but unsure what that really
means in today's rap culture
where most artists are content
to "walk it out" and put out
the "super stupid shit" preHHNF Pusha sees the end of
on "20k Money Making Broth
ers on the Corner (intro)."
Combined, "Rainy Dayz"
and "Emotionless" are the the
matic low point of the mixtape,
yet both see the group hit lyri
cal highs as Ab-Liva, Sandman,
and Pusha all deliver word
play-laden verses over the clas
sic Raekwon instrumental. On
another level. Malice's closing
verse on "Rainy Dayz" is one
of the most haunting verses
the Re-Up Gang or Clipse have
put to tape. From the start, Mai
sounds off, flowing slightly
ahead of the beat, his signature
nasal monotone cracking as he
describes his collapsing life, his
parents' failed marriage and

see Re-Up page 8
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E-Clipsing the art of mixtape
from Re-Up page 7
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slowing as he contemplates his fading status as a rapper who cares more
for quality than mass appeal. He closes the verse by letting slip that Pharrell has
abandoned the group at their financial low point. Pusha's verse on the following
track/'Emotionless/'reinforcesPharrell'sdeparturefromtheRe-Upcamp, while
emphasizing the group's misanthropic turn in the face of disappointing sales.
But from this low point, like all great coke don sagas, they're back on track
for the album's final third, their financial woes presumably handled thanks to
the 80,000 keys they dropped earlier in the album back at the docks. Their swag
ger back, the gang annihilates Obie Trice's "Cry Now" and hand over two solo
tracks to the lesser known, but no less skilled members, Ab-Liva and Sandman
to great effect. The final track, "Real N***as," is a relentless barrage of lyri
cism, each member dipping in bar after bar over Biggie's "Real N***as do Real
Things." In many ways, this is the only track that remotely resembles standard
mixtape fare, but the quality of each dart the gang spits really belongs on an LP.
As funny and inventive as LiT Wayne's off-the-wall flows can be
he's ultimately saying nothing more than those of a novelty hit maker
like Hurricane Chris (at least since he became a lean-guzzling carica
ture of the man who released the Dedication tapes). Elevating the mixtape to new heights with the third chapter of the We Got it 4 Cheap se
ries, free from label disputes, legal drama, sales pressure and sample
clearance The Re-Up Gang crafts hip-hop artistry in its purest form.
Of course we'd be remiss to ignore the Gang's smoldering beef with LiT
Wayne, laid bare on the opening tracks of Vol. 3, which arguably motivates for
ridiculous professionalism the Re-Up Gang bring to Vol. 3. It was the music
press' embrace of Weezy in 2007 and the Re-Up Gang's disdain for the man
they see as an inauthentic rapper whose style they sonned that after all fuels
the first few tracks on Vol. 3. Highlights from the long simmering beef include
Pusha's verbal assault on "Re-Up Gang Intro." Sorry, but I don't respect who
you applauding / Little n***aflow, but his metaphors boring / Don't make me turn
daddy's little girl to orphan / That would mean I'd have to kill Baby like abortion.
And particularly nasty is the vicious subliminal, "they want a Pusha-T Mardi
Gras mask like in Face Off" on "20k Money Making Brothers on the Corner."

2 WEEKS SPECIALS
LEVEL 1 $20
LEVEL 2 $40
LEVELS $65

$5.00 dollars off any botde
(must present coupon)
-r/r^
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TANOBAMA
113 ATLANTIC AimON*
617-227-0212
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Suffolk University Counseling Center
Spring 2008 Support Groups
The Counsleing Center is happy to announce its new group offerings for the Spring term.
Groups are enrolling now and are limited in size.
Please contact us at (617) 573-8226 to sign up for a group, or to get more information.

Letting Go of What's Not Working

^

A group for me that focuses on the
uniquechallenges men face due to
societal pressures cultural norms and
gender stereotypes. Topics include
nut are not limited to relationships,
family, career/academic, anxiety etc.

With a focus on understanding
unproductive behaviors, this group
will examine the causes as well as the
techniques for improving the
quality of ones life.

Life Improvement

Men's Group

c

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OPEN FORUM

^

This group will focus on deepening and
broadening the personal skills needed
to become more satisfied with our lives.

Law Student Group

Tools for Beating the Blues
A support group for students interesterd
in learning new methods for coping with
their stresses.

^

A group designed to help students
discuss and share their experiences
with rigors and demands of Law School
within a supportive peer environment.

ALANA Support Group

Open to all students interested in
engaging issues relevant to college,
work, and personal life in ethnically
and culturally diverse environment.

yV
Please call the Counseling Center at (617) 573-8226 or visit our web page
(http://www.suffolk.edu/offices/989.html) If you have any questions about our
group program. All groups are confidential; rights to privacy will be protected.

BE A PART OF HISTORY
LET YOUR VOICE BE HEARD!!!!
Do you. have an issue that you would like to be addressed
around campus? The Bookstore? Food prices? Commuter
concerns? If so come to the Student Government Open
Forum

THURSDAY, MARCH 6 1-2:15
C. Walsh Theatre

YOUR WEEK
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The Black Crowes will be in Somerville tonight performing what
is being described as a "very intimate set" at the Somerville Theater.
This Atlanta-based band will be performing this show just a day af
ter the release of their album Warpaint (American Recordings, 2008),
so they're definitely going to be ready to put on an amazing perfor
mance. The Somerville Theatre is located at 55 Davis Square off of
the red line Davis T stop. The concert starts at 8 p.m. and tickets can
be purchased online at http://www.ticketmaster.com/venue/8238.
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If you're a political science major or minor you'll be happy to find out
that Charles Fried, a former associate Justice and professor from the Mas
sachusetts Supreme Judicial Court and Harvard Law School will be visit
ing the school as a part of the Distinguished Visiting Scholars program.
He will be delivering the first of two lectures at Suffolk University. The
event will be in the Ridgeway Gym, the lecture starts at 2:30 p.m. and the
discussion at 4 p.m. For more information contact casnews@suffolk.edu

? m
Easter is well on its way and...let's just say some people have the
strangest approaches to this holiday. Fuzzy Logic is a one night only,
multi-artist exhibition that will be at The Art Kitsch(en). All of the fea
tured artwork will have the theme of bunny rabbits. This event is com
pletely free to the public, so get headed to 450 Harrison Ave., Apt. 223 B
to experience bunny rabbits as you have never experienced them before...

History buffs listen up. Get ready for a reenactment of the Bos
ton Massacre that took place on March 5, 1770. This takes place
right in front of the Old State House Museum, capturing the mo
ment in time...a few days shy of the armiversary, but better late
than never I guess. The Old State House Museum is at 206 Washing
ton St., and this event will be performed at 7 p.m. Refreshments will
be served with the performers inside the Old State House afterwards.

Jill Scott's Real Thing tour tears through the Orpheum Theater. This
three-time Grammy Award-winning singer is promoting her album The
Real Thing: Words and Sounds Vol. 3 (Hidden Beach, 2007) at the Orpheum
Theater. She'll be appearing with Musiq Soulchild, Raheem DeVaughn and
DJ ?uestlove. The Orpheum Theater is at 1 Hamilton Place across from the
Park Street T stop. The show begins at 7:30 p.m. and tickets, ranging from
$40 to $60, can be purchased at the box office or by going to the Livenation website at http://www.livenation.com/venue/getVenue/venueId/832/

Probably the only musical to be performed with an entire cast of puppets AND have the statement, "Some ma
terial may not be suitable fur younger audience members" attached to it, "Avenue Q" will run at Boston's Colonial
Theatre. Avenue Q explores a wide variety of topics in today's culture from racism to homosexuality through songs
such as "Everyone's a Little Bit Racist" and "I'm Not Wearing Underwear Today." The Colonial Theatre is on 106
Boylston St. The show starts at 7:30 p.m. and tickets, which are $25 - $85, canbe purchased fr

Your Week; so you can survive
Matt Altieri
Beat the rush (or at least try to with all these crazy registration times) by meeting with your ad
visors on the tenth of this month. I can't express how many of my friends end up with the class
es they don't like at the times they don't want, and to be honest I'm not one to talk, I never listen.
Springbreakseemstobeoneveryone'sminds.Whetheryou'regoingon vacation orgoinghome, there aremany
options to escape the city. There are flyers for $99 dollars for a trip and housing in Montreal. Canada is a quick, easy
destination with a few friends but if your down for some sun that we've seen so little of lately, I suggest staying in
the city or going home and hoping for warmer weather.. .unless your headed to the Bahamas or something like that.
The only jlownside of spring break is the midterms that come before them. Take, a week to buckle down,
as they are a huge portion of your grade and we only do have two months left of school, thus your midterm
grade is crucial to finishing off your classes well. Let's just hope youjve attended enough class to at least fake it.

Puzzles and Games Galore!
Across

1

1. Subsiding
8. A littie sac
15. Dehydrate
16. Lizard
17. Salty Mideastem body
18. Net fabric
19. Engage in espionage
20. Plunge head-first
22. Southpaw
23. Intervening, in law
25. King mackerel
26. Leash
29. Cruising vessel
31. Permit
34. Garden device
36. Meadow
37. Make weary
38. Sue in a court of law
40. Slender dagger
42. Agile
43. Pop
45. Cured, in a way
46. Weeding implement
47. Soviet spacecraft
49. Like marshes
50. Duration
52. Flat circular plates
54. Sniff
56. Curved
57. Cow or doe
60. Ancestry
62. Entrance
65. Savage
66. Lift up
67. Projectile
68. Goes back on

15

A very important day today, as you may start meet with advisors to
register on Campus Cruiser for Summer and Fall 2008. Too many people
completely forget that this is the day that you can start looking for the
times you want for classes now, rather than having all classes at 8 a.m.
3-hour classes. Log on to Campus Cruiser and do what you have to do.
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t!Dip of tfje toeek
In a nation run by swine, all
pigs are upward-mobile and
tbe rest of us are fucked
until we can put our acts
together: Not necessarily
to Win, but mainly to keep
from Losing Completely.

Got Notes?
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53. Stagnant
54. Run-down quarter
55. Start of something small?
56. ’Venerable" English monk
57. Festoon
58. Detest
59. Stares at
61. Hairgoop
63.x
64. Holiday start
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ice and bronze
10. Slice of meat
11. Provide food
12. Having only one leaf
13. Bits of thread
14. Nervously irritable
21. Meat dish
23. Insanely
24. Fencing sword
25. Confusion
26. Rustle, as silk
27. Beat
28. Stands for
30. Large, brown-capped
mushroom
32. Made a mistake
33. Woman's one-piece
undergarment
35. Radioactive gas
37. Roofing items
39. It breaks daily
41. DEA agent
44. Type of ranch
47. Italian sausage
48. Witty remark
51. Entreaties
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1. Increases
2. High-pitched tone
3. Apart
4. Bit
5. T.G.I.F. part
6. Food and water
7. Granular
8. Trigonometric function
9. Word that cari succeed old.
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Packers legend is simply the best
Tim Rosenthal

Journal Staff
Mark this date down,
Tuesday March 4, 2008, the
date the best quarterback in
NFL history retired. By that, I
mean quarterback Brett Favre.
Not only did Favre
throw up the best stats of
all time, but he was also
a true leader on the field.
Let's breakdown Favre's
accomplishments. Favre has
basically every single NFL re
cord, completions, attempts,
touchdowns, you name it. The
legendary Green Bay QB had
5377 completions out of 8759
attempts, completing 61.4
percent of his passes. Favre
broke the touchdown record
this year in week four at Min
nesota and later that year com
piled the most passing yards.
What did Favre do wrong
this year? Well everything but
a Super Bowl appearance. For

much of the season, Favre did
most of the work. True Ryan
Grant did come in and con
tribute nicely to the Packer of
fense, however, Favre's stats
outweighed the rushing attack.
In 2007, Favre complet
ed 66.5 percent of his passes
and threw for 4,155 yards.
The next quarterback close to
those stats in his last season
of play was former Cowboys
great Roger Staubach in 1979.
Add the 28 Touchdowns
this year and you can ar
gue that Favre was the best
quarterback in the NFC.
Those stats are great but
even greater was Favre's iron
man streak. Favre did not
miss a single start since Sep
tember of 1992, shattering Ron
Jarowski's previous record of
consecutive starts at 116. Flow
many did Favre start you ask?
253 regular season games
and 275 if you count playoffs.

And who can forget the
1996 season (except for Patri
ots fans). Favre won his sec
ond of three MVP awards and
his stats proved it. The legend
in Green Bay had his best sea
son throwing for 3,899 yards
and threw for 39 touchdowns.
More importantly, Favre had a
great team around him and the
Packers won Super Bowl XXXI,
which happened to be Favre's
only Super Bowl victory.
True Favre did not have
great years every year, in fact
2005 is a year he would like
to forget. Fiowever, he put the
Packers in a good situation
the next two years, and now
leaves a good situation for
Aaron Rodgers, a first round
pick in 2005 (24th overall).
When you rank great quar
terbacks there is a debate. Joe
Montana and Terry Bradshaw
each won four Super Bowls,
Johnny Unitas revolutionized

the position and you can ar
gue that Tom Brady and Pey
ton Manning should be on the
list. FFowever, they don't com
pare to what Brett Favre did.
So what if the former sec- ond round pick of the Atlanta
Falcons only won one Super
Bowl in Green Bay. So what
if one thinks Favre only had
success because he had a tal
ented offense. Without Brett
Favre where would the Pack
ers of been for 16 years? They
certainly wouldn't of won an

other Super Bowl and would
not be in a position that Favre
has left the team in now.
On the field Favre was
great, but off the field he was a
family man, a Wrangler spokes
person and a model citizen of
Green Bay. Favre even did work
after Hurricane Katrina helping
those of need in Mississippi,
where he was originally from.
Brett Favre is a legend, a
Hall of Famer, a Super Bowl
winner, a great citizen and the
greatest quarterback of all time.

Point

Brett Favre
,

Counterpoint

Gunslinging great overstayed welcome
Janssen McCormick

Journal Staff
With all those records and
years of consistent play, Brett
Favre's resume seems to indi
cate that he's the greatest quar
terback ever to play the position
yet that isn't exactly true. For a
number of reasons we shouldn't
crown Brett just yet, and while
I'm not disputing his hall of
fame status some of the slob
bering over his legacy is over
the top. First of all we should
look at the competition he put
up those big stats against. For
most of his career he was gifted
with a weak slate of NFC Cen
tral opponents, getting eight
games per year against abysmal
Bucs and Bears squads, a Lions
team that consistently underperformed with the Barry Sand
ers and Herman Moore show
and the Vikings as the Pack's
only real threat. Post-realign
ment the NFC North has been
among the weakest divisions

in the league, allowing Favre
to sling his way to four division
titles but not matching the suc
cess of the 1996 and '97 seasons.
This gunslinging play is
often cited as part of the Favre
legend, the whole idea that he
plays the game like a kid in his
back yard in an era of overpaid
prima dormas (just ignore that
10 year $100 million contract he
signed back in '01). Wliile it's a
nice sentiment and all without a
dominant defense like the Reg
gie White and Gilbert Brown
anchored units of the mid
'90s there to stop the bleeding
caused by Favre's unnecessary
turnovers the Packers suffered.
Favre was, after all, the all-time
leader in interceptions. And it
was his interception total which
rose following his career low
of 13 in the Pack's Super Bowl.
season, throwing more than 20
picks in four of the remaining 11
seasons of his career including a
league leading 29 in 2005's 4-12

campaign. The Packers success
was often tied solely to Favre's
arm, and when he forced throws
the team's fortunes faded.
And while all streaks even
tually come to an end Favre
was under center for the Pack
ers first playoff loss at Lambeau
to what should have been an
outmatched Falcons team and
two subsequent home losses at
Lambeau. In the years follow
ing the Packers' "dynasty that
could have been" Favre went
3-5 in the playoffs; throwing
more interceptions than touch
downs and finishing with the
all time postseason intercep
tion lead. Highlights included
Favre's idiotic interception to
close out this year's NFC title
game giving the Giants their
third shot at the game winning
kick and that throwback to the
good old days of Sammy Baugh
when Favre matched Baugh's
age old record of six picks in
a post season game in 2001.

Off the field Favre's con
tract and unwillingness to hand
the reins over to Aaron Rodgers
undoubtedly harmed the fran
chise's potential. Sure Favre
had a great 2007, but what if he
had retired in 2005? Rodgers
showed considerable promise
filling in for Favre in the Dal
las game, what could have
been had the Pack gone into
the '07 offseason with an expe
rienced Rodgers and cap space
to make free agent splashes.
The Favre farewell tour was a
nice send off, but how many
Pack fans would have traded
that to see their season end
with Adalius Thomas and AJ
Hawk lifting the Lombardi
trophy in Glendale or a Rod
gers to Stallworth coimection
bringing Favre's halcyon days
with Sterling Sharpe to mind?
If anything Favre's greatest
asset and failing is that he stuck
around for too long, his records
more a credit to his long career

than consistently excellent play
in the twighlight of his career.
In his prime Favre was eas
ily one of the greatest to play
the game yet he simply didn't
know when to quit. Favre pro
vided countless jaw-dropping
and inspiring moments and the
glare of those often obscured
the facts that his gunslingning
ways often harmed his team and
his shot at another title or two.
Brett Favre was a great quarter
back, a first ballot Hall of Famer
and legend of the game, but he
wasn't the greatest of all time.
When we talk about titles like
"the greatest" it should be in
reference to a player who revo
lutionizes his position and far
exceeds the statistical output
of his peers, not someone who
benefited from rules skewed
toward the offensive side of
the ball and the passing game
in particular. And in that case
we'd have to give it to Mr. Six
Picks himself, Sammy Baugh.
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Men's Basketball wrap-up: Disapointing season ends on positive note
Matt West

Journal Contributor
Looking strictly at statis
tics, the naked eye would not
be able decipher the hard work
and dedication the Suffolk
Men's basketball team exhibited
throughout the 2007-2008 sea
son. Despite their final record,
the Ram's closed out the season
with a bit of momentum, cap
ping off their season with two
impressive wins. Finishing tied
for last in the Great Northeast
Athletic Conference; the men's
team missed out on postsea
son play, ending the regular
season with a record of 4-21.
But looking at this team,
chock-full of young and talent
ed players, the program has a lot
to look forward to in the com
ing years. As head coach Adam
Nelson sees it, this team is only
going to get better. "Our young
guys got a lot of game experi
ence, and some of our freshman
played a lot of minutes." Of the
thirteen players on this season's
roster, ten were underclass
man, which speaks volumes
to the future of this program.
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two free throws with 4:05
left in the half to cap the rtm,
and cut the deficit to 30-25.
After a Davis basket, Em
manuel got a huge block
from senior Sara Long, which
seemed to generate a lot of
momentum for the Saints.
They scored 10 of the next 14
points, and forced two Suf
folk turnovers to enter the
locker room with a 42-29 lead.
The second half was more
of the same, as the Lady Rams
played tough defense but were
unable to stifle the Saints' var
ied and high-powered offen
sive attack, as guarding the
low post left the three-point
line open, and vice-versa.
The Saints scored nine
of the half's first 12 points,
then went on to score 16 of
the next 23, opening up a 6739 lead with just under 10
minutes to go in the game.
Despite outscoring the
Saints 12-3 down the stretch,
the Lady Rams found them
selves in too great of a hole,
and were unable to get the
deficit any closer than 18, en
route to a final deficit of 19.
Suffolk struggled from
the field, shooting only 33%
on the game, while going 0
for 9 on three-point attempts.

Incorporating
young
players into a college system
may be a difficult task for any
coach. Getting these players to
buy into the team concept may
also be arduous. By finishing off
the regular season with backto-back wins against Norwich
and Albertus Magnus, respec
tively, the team has a lot to look
forward to in the coming years.
"We had a lot of young
players on the team this year,
and no seniors. The team has
gotten better since day one, and
it was nice to show it, and a
nice way to go into next year,"
explained Nelson, in his third
year as head coach of the team.
"It was tough not making the
postseason, but I feel if we had
we would have upset some
one, and we could have made a
good run." Hindsight is twen
ty-twenty, but examining the
depth on this team, and the ex
perience each player accumulat
ed, it is difficult to dispute that.
Looking back at the season
and examining the positives
and negatives, the widespread
belief is that a tweak here or
there and Suffolk could cata
pult up to the elite teams in
The Saints found themselves
on the complete opposite end
of the spectrum, cormecting
on 9 three-point attempts for
a whopping 27-0 scoring ad
vantage from behind the arc.
Even with the loss, the Lady
Rams can hold their heads high
for a "season well done". Senior
Stephanie Morrissey and fresh
man Christie Iwanicki were
both named to the GNAC AllTournament team. Morrissey
was also named to the ThirdTeam All Conference Team for
her play during the regular
season, and head coach Ed Ley
den was named the GNAC's
Coach of the Year. Also, the
team set a school record in
wins at 20 after Friday's semi
final victory over Norwich.
However, these ladies aren't
done just yet, as their play over
the course of the year and into
the postseason earned their
team a spot in the Eastern Col
lege Athletic Conference Divi
sion III New England Women's
Basketball
Championships.
The Lady Rams were named
the fifth seed in the tournament,
and will pay a visit to Endicott
College tonight (Weds. 3/5)
to play the host and number
four-seed Gulls, who finished
the season with an 18-9 record,
with the tip-off set for 7:00 PM.

the GNAC. The first couple of
years in Adam Nelson's stint
here at Suffolk, his teams have
been known for their fast paced
style, and shooting a high per
centage from beyond the three
point line. This past season he
saw theni deviate from that and
shoot far less threes per game.
"The first three years we
played fast, and hit a lot of
threes. We need to get back
to what we do best. We have
a lot of guys who can shoot,
and we need to shoot well.
Regan is a great shooters,
gym, and we need to play to
our strengths," said Nelson.
With a plethora of young
talent at the guard positions,
as well as some impressive
young big men, this group
seems primed to be able to im
plement Nelson's style of play.
Ultimately, this past season
was one of transition. Playing
in the GNAC is never an effort
less ordeal, so seasons like this
are not a complete loss. With
the program that is currently in
place, there is no reason to be
lieve this team won't be compet
ing for the top spot next season.
Athletic Director Jim Nelson

A®
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aired some similar sentiments,
saying: "I am pleased for the
success the men's basketball
team had in the final two games
of this season. It has been a chal
lenging season for this group,
but in all the opportunities I
have had to watch practice and
game competition they have re
mained positive, and provided
role model behavior that repre
sents our University very well."

He went on to say that "with
all the team members as imderclassman, I feel that with this
year's experience, and the dedi
cation to their sport throughout
the summer, we will witness a
wirming record for this pro
gram throughout the 2008-2009
season." For the men's basket
ball team, a losing season may
not have been so bad after all.

HOT CO-OP JOBS of the WEEK
Week of 3/1/08
Accounting/Econ/Finance
Broker Intern Program, Operations Associate, Accounting Clerk, Actuarial Internship, Tax
Intern, Investment Performance, Global Strategies Internship, Financial Assistant
Comm./Arts./NESAD
Advertising, Publications Assistant, Marketing, Commimications Admininstrative
Internships, Client Service Representative, Communications Admin
Edu./Health./Human Sen/ices./Psychology
Teacher’s Assistant, Academic & Enrichment Teachers, Sxunmer Recreation Coordinator,
Reading Coordinator, Grad Student Play Group Facilitator
Gov't./Law/Crim
Graduate Student Legislative Analyst, Special Police Officer, Development Associate,
Paralegal Trainee, Patrol Officer Emergency Shelter Advocate
History/Philosophy
Museum Assistant, Administrative Intern, Tour Guides
Marketing
Market Research Assistant, Publication Assistant, Marketing & Service Coordinator,
Marketing & Communications, Publishing Assistant, Grad Student Product Marketing
Science
DMPK Internship, Research Assistant, Lab Assistant @ Boston Medical
Technology
Web/Ecommerce, Media Technicians, Operations Specialist, Microsoft Office Tutor,
Applications Developer, Web Technology Specialist
Undergrad Mgt./MBA/MPA
Document Management, MBA/MPA Internships, Resident Director @ Suffolk, Budget,
Program Coordinator, Marketing & Business Development, & Client Relations

WE HAVE MANY MORE JOBS FOR YOU!!!
Stop by the Career Services & Co-op Office, located at 20 Ashburton Place
or call US at 617-573-8480 to learn more about jobs, internships, resumes and how to
sign up for e-recruiting. If you already signed up for Co-op. eo to e-recruiting to view
all jobs.
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Hockey team skates
to ECAC Quarter
finals with OT win
over Wentworth
Ben Paulin

Journal Staff
Suffolk advanced to the
quarterfinals of the ECAC
playoffs with an overtime win
over Wentworth, on Sunday.
Five-seed Suffolk beat the
fourth seeded Jaguars, 3-2, at
Matthews Arena giving the
team their first-ever playoff
victory in the ECAC Northeast.
Junior forward Kyle Cook
netted the game winning
goal, 4:49 into the extra pe
riod. Dan Pencinger and Nick
Davis chipped in the assists,
which will send Suffolk on to
Pomfret, CT to play the three
seed, Nichols College, tonight.
Jim Nelson, Suffolk Ath
letic Director, said the game
was "concentrated on aggres
sive defense and, - for us, op
portune scoring chances."
Opportune is right, as Suf
folk found themselves down
2-0 in the second frame, un

til Rams forward Michael
Bourque got the puck out in
front of the net and lifted it
past Wentworth's keeper, with
11:50 left to play in the period.
Suffolk evened up the
game, at 7:16 in the 3rd period,
on a power play goal; when a
flurry in front of the Jaguars'
net turned into the game tying
and season saving goal, scored
by freshman Paul Weisser.
The ECAC combatants end
ed regulation tied two all. The
overtime period began with a
bit of controversy, when in a
scrum in front of Wentworth's
net, appeared to be the siren
flashing, signifying a Suffolk teammates who were celebrat
goal. This was discussed by the ing on the ice, having scored
unanswered
goals.
referees after a Suffolk mem three
"Kyle
exhibited
his
ber's inquiry. The refs said 'no
goal', prolonging Wentworth's great strengths of speed
season for the time being. and aggressiveness along
Cook's goal came not even the boards, to make the sig
three minutes after the em nificant Suffolk crowd go
broilment. After which it was home happy," said Nelson.
Suffolk and Wentworth
the young freshman and his

met up earlier this season
with the Rams wiiming, 5-3,
at the begirming of the sea
son. "It is certainly more dif
ficult to beat an opponent on
two occasions on their home
ice but we were certainly
equal to the task," Nelson said.
Suffolk will be advancing
to play the third-seeded Bison

in Connecticut, tonight at 7
p.m. The Rams lost to Nichols
in overtime, in their only meet
ing this year, February 16th, 2-1.
Cook will also be a fo
cal point in this game, as he
is a transfer student from
Nichols, and will be playing
against his former teanunates.

Emmanuel exacts revenge on Lady Rams in GNAC Championship
Daniel Ryan

Journal Staff
It had to come to this:
ever since they thwarted their
archrivals' bid for the perfect
Great Northeast Athletic Con
ference season back in January,
the Lady Rams knew the Saints
of Emmanuel College would
have revenge on their minds.
The conference's top two teams
were on a collision course that
would have been a disappoint
ment if it ended with anything
less than a final battle for the
conference
championship.
On Saturday, at the Saints'
home gym, the Jean Yawkey
Center, the Lady Rams and
Saints met for the last time in
the 2007-08 campaign, and
the Saints avenged their lone
GNAC' loss of the year with a
70-51 victory, giving them their
seventh GNAC champion
ship in the last eight seasons.

Junior Emily Duquette
dropped in 12 points to lead
the Lady Rams, while fel
low junior Meghan Tracey re
corded a double-double with
10 points and 13 rebounds to
lead all players. Senior Katie
Castignetti also had a solid allaround game, chipping in with
four points, five assists and
nine boards, and sophomore
Stephanie Zito threw in seven
points and nine rebounds.
For the Saints, sopho
more Iman Davis poured in 18
points to lead all scorers, and
also contributed nine rebounds
to the Emmanuel cause. Jade
Paez, a senior from the Bronx,
NY, added 14 points, includ
ing four three-pointers. Fresh
man Kristin LeBel recorded 12
points, while teammate and
fellow freshman Casey Shevlin
chipped in 10 points of her own.
The Lady Rams came out
strong, and had the lead at

9-7 with 15:46 to go in the first
half. LeBel then hit a threepointer to give the Saints the
lead at 10-9, a lead they would
have for just over one minute.
Zito scored a jumper for
the Lady Rams to tie the game
at 12 with 13:00 to go in the first
half, but it was LeBel again who
played the spoiler, hitting an
other three-pointer and getting
fouled. She hit the free-throw
to give the Saints a four-point
lead, and they didn't look back.
After LeBel's four-point
play, the Saints went on a
12-2 run over 2:51 seconds
to jump out to a 25-14 lead.
However, the Lady Rams
refused to go away without a
fight, and responded with an
11-5 run of their own, helped by
strong free-throw shooting and
vintage-Suffolk shut-down de
fense. Junior Kerry Bowman hit

see GNAC page 11

